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K I D N E Y S







Every minute

1200ml 

of blood enters 

both kidneys

In one day

180 L 
of water filtered by 

kidneys

20%
of the total blood pumped by the heart

1.5-2 Litre of 

urine



Kidney Disease









International Society of Nephrology 

(www.theisn.org )

• 850 M people have kidney disease globally

• Kidney disease is the 3rd fastest growing cause of 

death globally

• Projected to be the 5th ranked cause of death globally 

by 2040 (16th currently)

• 1.7 M die from acute kidney injury globally/year

• 3 M people on dialysis

• 3-7 M people with kidney failure die without 

dialysis/year

http://www.theisn.org/


NIHR Leeds MIC Case Study 



Point of Care Creatinine Testing: CT Imaging 

Pathway Implementation



Point of Care Creatinine Testing: CT Imaging 

Pathway Implementation

Nova - StatSensor Radiometer - ABL800 FLEX Abbott - i-STAT
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Lessons From The Pandemic



Covid-19 and Kidney Disease

• Patients with kidney disease lives changed in many ways

– more vulnerable to infection

– high risk of complications and death

• Patients on dialysis 

– attend hospital based dialysis units

• Patients with kidney disease on immunosuppression

– shielding since the beginning of the pandemic

– less protection from vaccination

– still need to have regular blood tests and medical reviews













Conclusions

• For patients with chronic disease, remote monitoring

– increased their disease-specific knowledge,

– triggered earlier clinical assessment and treatment

– improved self-management and shared decision-making

• However, these potential benefits were balanced against

– concerns about losing interpersonal contact

– and the additional personal responsibility of remote monitoring



Kidney Transplant Unit in Leeds

• Largest kidney only transplant centre - regional

• 200 transplants/yr

• 1100 kidney transplant out-patients

• Adaption to the pandemic
• Suspended programme for 50 days – 140 transplants – covid secure 

environment
• Telephone consultations were widely adopted, and were found to be 

accepted by patients

• Blood tests
• Weekly for first 3 months extending to 3 monthly
• Local hospital/GP – increased risk



Kidney Transplant Project

• Remote Tacrolimus and Creatinine sampling:
• Using a lancet and capillary blood micro-sampler
• Patient provides samples at home
• Samples are sent by post to the clinical laboratories

• Potential benefits:
• Removes risk of exposure from ‘high risk’ infection locations
• Provides safe environment

• blood tests can be missed due to mental health conditions, fear of needles and fear of contamination

• Provides a choice 
• Reduces cost in terms of patient time and travel expenses

• reducing health inequalities

• Reduces phlebotomy staff costs
• Increases the chance of receiving timely samples (no delays due to illness or isolating)



Kidney Transplant Project

• ‘Bringing it Home: validation of a microsampling tip method for 
measuring tacrolimus and creatinine remotely’  

• £5K, Kidney Research Yorkshire

• Pilot in a small number of paediatric patients (Wythenshawe Hospital 
laboratory)

• Leeds Teaching Hospitals NHS Trust Laboratory now aim to see if we can 
measure creatinine and tacrolimus accurately and reliably using this 
method (technical and clinical validity testing)

• Our results from will provide data for a larger grant application to 
assess if this approach is clinically effective, cost effective and 
acceptable to patients



Technology

• Mitra ® at home specimen collection kits

• Capitainer qDBS blood collection device for                  
microsampling with predefined blood volume

• This study provides the first step to improving 
patient engagement and empowerment with self-
management

• Ultimately, we hope this method will be adopted 
in the NHS for transplant patients 

• Additional value in multiple other disease areas 
and for vulnerable patients 

• E.g. Giant cell arteritis, multiple myeloma, 
mental health conditions



Mental Health Illness and Remote Diagnostics

• Depression, anxiety and other mental health issues are common among people living with
kidney disease

• People with severe mental illnesses have a life expectancy 15–20 years below the general
population

• This mortality gap is mainly caused by comorbid physical illness and additional risk through
the effects of antipsychotic medication, chronic stress, unhealthy lifestyle diagnostic
overshadowing and symptom misattribution

• For some mental health conditions, NICE guidelines recommend an annual health check, but
completion is poor: 32.3% of patients with SMI receive a full check, with blood tests the
most commonly missed component

• Barriers include difficulties communicating, ‘navigating the system’ and symptoms of mental
illness exacerbating fear of attending appointments

• This results in unequal access to healthcare, delayed diagnosis and poorer health outcomes



Mental Health Illness Project

• An investigation into the use of remote blood sample collection to 
reduce health inequalities in patients with mental health disorders 

• NIHR, £122,689

• Collaboration with YH AHSN and Leeds and York Mental Health Trust

• Aim: quantitatively and qualitatively evaluate the impact of capillary blood 
sampling as a surrogate for venous blood sampling 

• to determine if remote sampling could 
• increase disease-modifying anti-rheumatic drug (DMARD), including glucocorticoid, 

monitoring rates in patients with immune-mediated inflammatory diseases (IMID) with 
co-existent mental health conditions and reduce inequality in health care access
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